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i'm happy to offer a free offer to those who are not interested in the cartography add-ons. if you are interested in city designer 3, but you are not interested in the add-ons, i can offer you a special offer. for €49,-, you can download and use all the add-ons for free for a period of three months. after that, you have to purchase the
add-ons if you want to keep them. the best thing about this offer is that you can try all three of the add-ons for free for three months. the offer will end on june 12, 2014, so if you want to get the city designer 3+ bundle, you have to act quickly. if you buy the add-ons, you will get a discount of 50% on each add-on. for a total of
just €49,-, you will get the city designer 3+ bundle, plus the fractal terrains, the cosmographer and the perspectives. campaign cartographer also has a nice set of rules that will make your city seem more natural, whether you want it to be a small village or a bustling metropolis. check out the list of settings below. campaign
cartographer city designer comes with a huge range of customisable design features, like unique entrances, chunky windows, unique styles for each district and even the "lifestyle". the only other map-making software i have come across that offers something like this, is the popular witcher map maker. if you would like more
detailed information, take a look at the tech support article linked above. it covers more in-depth techniques, as well as how to get technical support from the campaign cartographer support staff. some people also find it useful to read the faqs.
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